Welcome to Gothic Graffiti.com. I'm Ari. Thanks for visiting. 
We -my husband Jason and I- make original and inspired fashion and home decor -from dark fairytales, and medieval magic, to gamey and geeky pleasures, to spooky and creepy items of interest and fascination, to antique and vintage-inspired medical and carnivalia.
We currently have created over 1000 items, and try to add new items daily. It might be a pillow, could be a skirt or dress, pants, or a dog collar. Might be more than one item. I tend to follow my muse. 
Our newest items appear in the first slider on the main page. As soon as I complete creating an item and publish it on my end, it appears in the slider. This changes rapidly - well, as fast as I can make items. 
Find your mojo! Just type something you're interested in finding to browse through our collections of apparel, accessories, art, and home goods.
I try to make the website as comfortable, navigable, and accessible as possible. It's a process. 
Collections-
To make browsing easier, genres and subgenres into various collections, so you may see certain items appear in several places. Unless specified, items are not set to "limited time only"  collections, but more like folders of interest, and are updated constantly. 
I usually run a fun seasonal and/or holiday promotion, so be sure to look for those. There's usually some kind of printable freebie or craft involved.
The newest ads and promos block shows you the newest promos I've made for a product, products with the same art, and occasional style and fashion ideas. 
I write a blog after I make each item. The blogs usually discuss item variations, quality, components, fabrics, and my own opinions or reviews of the items. I also discuss any details in regard to the art, how it was made, or other bits of information and funsies that seem relevant. 
If at any time you need assistance, just click the "little me" graphic that hangs out in the lower left-hand corner of the page to send me an email. 
Gothic Graffit.com is the shop end of Ravynmoon.com. Ravynmoon has been an information portal since 1986 and gives information on the Veshigi Tradition of Appalachian Hexerei, including classes, a book of shadows, freebies, crafts, and other pages of interest for those seeking a different kind of metaphysical process or majikal path.   
If you haven't noticed already, there are a few other websites and projects that are mentioned around here.  That's because we do a lot of stuff. You may see things from The Gothic Poets Society, Hell's Librarians, Zyn music, Chaosophia 3d art, The Eternal Beloved, The Dailies weekly oracle forecast, and the Dance with the Dead radio player at the bottom of each page. 
Ravynmoon, Gothic Graffiti, and other websites we run, fall under the Wintermoon Curios collective. For more information on Wintermoon, kindly visit Wintermooncurios.com.    
Welcome to the Transylvania of the South. 
If you haven't already, kindly subscribe, sign up for emails, and like and follow us on Facebook or other social media venues as they become available. 
Thanks again for your interest in Gothic Graffiti: Esoteric novelties, nerdy nuances, and modern artifacts.
~Ari
 

  

